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Defeating Self-Sabotage (RSSP P3R) (/students
/events/detail/548081/defeating-self-sabotage-rssp-p)

Fulfil your potential and get more done by understanding your

self-sabotaging behaviour and how to defeat it. From procrastination

to perfectionism, this workshop explores the many forms of

self-sabotage and offers practical strategies to help you be more

productive.

Thu 10 Nov 2016, 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM

Wolfson Research Exchange room 3

Booking Status

 You attended

Organising conferences and small events (RSSP
A5R) (/students/events/detail/566910/organising-
conferences-and-sma)

It is increasingly common for you as research students to organise

conferences, seminars and other events during your studies. This

workshop will provide invaluable advice on all aspects of event

planning, from budgets to publicity.

Thu 17 Nov 2016, 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM

Wolfson Research exchange Room 3

Booking Status

 You attended

Making progress in the 2nd year of your PhD (RSSP
ER2) (/students/events/detail/548292/making-
progress-in-2nd-year-of)

Booking Status

 You attended

Sprint (/students

/foo/goto/73)

(/students/foo/goto/73)

Careers Guide (/students

/foo/goto/90)
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This one-day workshop is designed to help you navigate the

potentially challenging middle part of your doctorate. It presents an

opportunity to review your progress to date, to explore what you need

to achieve overall, and to set goals to help you succeed.

Fri 18 Nov 2016, 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Wolfson Research Exchange room 1

Essential Leadership Skills RSSP (L3R) (/students
/events/detail/549044/essential-leadership-skills-rs)

This course introduces key principles of leadership. It enables you to

understand different leadership styles, and gives practical insights into

how they can be productively applied in different contexts.

Tue 29 Nov 2016, 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Wolfson Research Exchange, Room 2

Booking Status

 You attended

Academic Writing- Reporting using critical resources:
paraphrase, summary and synthesis - RSSP (W8R)
(/students/events/detail/549092/academic-writing-
reporting-usi)

One of the most useful skills for using other people’s ideas to develop

your own is reporting: a fairly complex process that requires specific

skills if you are to avoid the danger of plagiarism. This workshop will

cover reporting, inc. its three specific actions: paraphrase, summary

and synthesis.

Thu 8 Dec 2016, 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Wolfson Research exchange rooms 1&2

Booking Status

 You attended

Poster Design and Creation (RSSP A8R) (/students
/events/detail/592213/poster-design-and-creation-rss)

Using posters to disseminate research is increasingly popular, not just

Booking Status

 You attended

(/students/foo/goto/90)
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in the sciences. Good posters are clear, easy to understand and make

new topics a pleasure to discover; but a bad poster creates a poor

impression. This session's tips and techniques will help your poster

make an impact.

Wed 10 May 2017, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

*new venue* Oculus OC1.03

Academic Writing - Thesis Structure (RSSP W15R)
(/students/events/detail/589208/academic-writing-
thesis-struct)

This is where all processes used by academic research and writing

come to fruition in the shape of a Doctoral Thesis. Just as for

paragraph and chapter construction, the thesis structure is designed

to present the body of research in a manner that showcases the

quality of the author's work

Wed 10 May 2017, 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

*note change of venue* now in Social Sciences, A0.23

Booking Status

 You attended
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